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Infrared multiple photon absorption is known to be observed in some triatomic and most polyatomic
molecules. When the number of absorbed photons is high enough the process leads to photodissociation
and excess energy is released as vibrational, rotational and translational energy in the electronic ground
state of the fragments. The contribution of these energies is determined by standard methods, that include
laser induced fluorescence, LIF, and time-resolved Fourier transform spectroscopy, TR-FTS. Examples
of selected determinations are shown.
Once produced, identified and characterized, the kinetic behaviour of the transients with selected

reactants can be studied. In particular, removal rate constants of substituted carbenes, in specific
vibrational and electronic states, by atoms, olefins and simple molecules are mentioned.
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INTRODUCTION

Infrared multiphoton dissociation, IRMPD, was incorporated in the early 70’s to the
armoury of preparative methods of transient species in selective states of spectro-
scopic and kinetic interest. Other preparative methods including flash photolysis,
microwave excitation, UV and visible laser photochemistry, electron and ion
bombardment, synchroton radiation, etc. are also commonly used. These methods
are in many respects complementary rather than competitive with IRMPD, which
has established itself as the most efficient method to create a large variety of diatomic
and triatomic transients, including halocarbenes.
IRMPD, besides its scientific interest, has a considerable number of applications,

including technical ones.2-4 Fields as different as isotopic separation, atmospheric
chemistry, astrophysics, combustion, neutral plasmas and semiconductor etching
have benefited from studies carried out by or through applications of this technique.
Most experiments of IRMPD are performed by irradiation with efficient and

versatile carbon dioxide laser, tunable between 9 and 11/m and able to work in
continuous and pulsed mode.5 The high fluences (product of intensity and time)
required for MPD require the use of pulsed lasers, usually transversely excited
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(TEA-CO2). The active media of this laser is a mixture of CO2, N2 and He that
following an electrical discharge inverts the population of some CO2 vibrational
levels. Observed laser emission correspond to the (100) (001) at 10.6 mm and the
(020) -- (001) at 9.6 mm transitions. Technical uses of CO2 lasers in material
processing led to improving their reliability and performance. However, simple
multiline lasers of 15 J/pulse, that reduce to 8 J/pulse when working in single line,
have enough energy to lead to MPD in most molecules.

Pulses of TEA-CO2 lasers, when seen with a nanosecond detector, have a large
spike of-- 150 ns of duration followed by a long tail of up to 3/s, where one third of
the total energy is stored. This shape is far more complicated when seen on a
picosecond scale, where the large spike is composed of shorter sharp spikes.6 To
diminish the influence of undesired shape several improvements has been suggested,
among which the following are worthy of mention: optical breakdown, optical delay
and amplification of a Q-switch selected section of a cw pulse.

In the absorption of high intensity spiked infrared pulses by molecules, the
interaction is not only due to their intrinsic features (p.A and A2)7 but also by the
radiation fluctuations, and statistical theories are expected to describe reasonably
well the process. The accepted model8’2-4 envisages absorption taking place through
three successive regions. At low levels of excitation (region I), absorption is
non-resonant owing to the anharmonicity of the normal coordinate potential energy
and compensating mechanisms must be in operation. This is commonly considered as
the process bottleneck. Once a few photons are absorbed the energy is transferred to
the quasicontinuum levels of the whole molecule (region II), where the density of
states is high and resonant absorption can always take place at the monochromatic
laser frequency. The degree of randomization of internal energy initiated in the
quasicontinuum is increased in the continuum above of the dissociation limit, so that
statistical theories of molecular decomposition can be used to estimate the distri-
bution of available energy within the products.
A typical experimental setup to carry out the kinetic and spectroscopic meas-

urements is schematically shown in Figure 1. 9 The system works as follows: A CO2
laser pulse of known fluence and shape is sent to the vacuum chamber where an
appropriate mixture of precursor and argon has been introduced. Absorption of high
intensity infrared radiation leads to precursor photodissociation and the fragments
are probed with a dye laser coupled to a 15 ns pulsed Nd:YAG laser in a perpendicu-
lar configuration. The emitted light from the excited photofragments is selected with
a monochromator, captured with a photomultiplier and routed through an oscillo-
scope or boxcar integrator to a PC-computer where data are fitted to appropriate
models and delivered as hard copy.
A considerable number of triatomic, diatomic and other polyatomic transients

have been prepared in selective states, mainly for kinetic and in some cases new
spectroscopic studiesa (CD2). Table 1 collects a few of these transients where
IRMPD have some advantage in their study.
Of interest in the understanding the nature of the IRMPD process itself is the

determination of the product state distribution of the nascent fragments. Vector
properties are not observed because of the statistical nature of the process.
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Figure 1 Experimental setup to study the product state distributions and the removal of IRMPD
produced free radicals. The following abbreviations are used: Nd: YAG: pulsed Nd:YAG laser.
Bc: Boxcar integrator. BS: Beam splitter. Comp: Personal computer, plotter and printer. Dye: Tunable
dye laser. EM: Energy Monitor. M: Monochromator/Filter (interference or cut off). Osc: Digital
Oscilloscope. PM: photomultiplier. S: Sample space. SA: (CO2 laser) spectrum analyzer. SYNC:
Electronic laser synchronization. TEA CO2: Transversely excited CO2 laser. Tr: Trigger. VAC: Vacuum
system. VM: Vacuum manifold.

Rotational energy, or its equivalent in a Boltzmann distribution, the rotational
temperature, is determined as the best fit of temperature simulated spectra to the
experimental one. As rotational relaxation is very fast, the spectra should be
measured as close as possible to the laser pulse. As a reference, IRMPD of precursor
CHzF2 at 0.4, 3 and 10 #s yield temperatures of 1000, 600 and 300 K respectively.9

Determination of vibrational energies requires the knowledge of Franck-Condon
factors between vibrational states of the electronic states probed. An alternative
method9’11 compares the LIF intensities of two sets of three states in the transient
species; the excited electronic state is identical in both sets and change of the origin of
excitation and the final emission state of the two vibrational states in the electronic
ground state gives the ratio of their populations and, therefore, its Boltzmann
temperature.

Table I Selected transients generated by IRMPD

Transient Selected precursor

CHFIA’)
CF2(X1A’)
CFC(X)
CN

CH2F2, CHzFCI
CF2C12, CFzBr2, CF2HCI
F2C CFCI, CFCI CFCI
MeOH, MeNH2, C2H4, EtOH
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The LIF technique can also be applied to measure the translational energy and the
diffusion coefficient by using the so called transient migration method.4’12’13 If, for
example, the photodissociation and probe laser have a counterpropagating sym-
metry, the solution of the diffusion equation for very low pressures and assuming a
Boltzmann distribution o translational velocities, Yields the time dependent
intensity

I(t) Io (R2 + Lz)’(R2 + L2 + c2t2) -1

where R, L and c (=2 kT/m)1/2 are the photodissociation and probe laser radii and
the most probable velocity respectively. For moderate pressures (1 mTorr to 5 Torr)
the equation is

I(t) Io (R2 + Lz)’(R2 + L2 + 4Dt) -1

where D is the diffusion coefficient is obtained. Appropriate fits of I-(t) versus time
squared and time yields the translational temperature and diffusion coefficient.
Table 2 collects some state distributions of transients obtained by IRMPD.

Table 2 IRMPD product state distribution for selected
halocarbenes and precursors2’3’9

Transient Precursor Tz/K TR/K Tv/K

CF2 CF2C12 510 550 1050
CF2Br2 570 450 790

CFCI CF2CCIF 370 >400 1550
CHF CHzF2 250 1000 740b

600 610d

at 0.4 delay; with At; at delay; with Torr of Ar.

The energy distribution and dynamics of diatomic fragments are followed by time
resolved Fourier Transform-infrared, tRFT-IR, spectroscopy, set up recently for
photodissociationa4 and kinetica5 studies. The advantage of the study of the time
evolution of a whole region of the spectra is spectacular.
Once the transient species and their state distributions are identified, kinetic

studies may be undertaken with success using gas phase standard techniques.
The experimental set up shown in Figure 1 allows the dynamic behaviour of
the population of the electronic ground state, the vibrationally excited electronic
ground states as well as the electronically accessible states and their
vibrational states to be followed.
The rich chemistry of selected states of halocarbenes, including the reactions with

atomic species, Is the addition to double bonds,9’11 the insertion in CH bonds, the
quenching of electro-vibrationally selected species16 and chain reactions15’9’17 has
been recently studied and their constants reported.
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